Calculations are presented for four relatively strong first-forbidden P decays in the region A = 11 -16 in order to study the very large mesonic-exchange-current enhancement of the rank-zero components.
This is one of several articles describing theoretical calculations of first-forbidden P decay observables and other related weak-interaction variables with as high accuracy as is currently possible. Recent results have been reported for A = 50 [1] , and the A = 133 -134 [2] and A = 205 -212 [3] regions. Here we report on the four A = 11 -16 decays of Fig. 1 [10] .
The four P decays of Fig. 1 are the known decays in light (A ( 37) nuclei that are fast enough to provide potentially reliable information on the medium enhancement of Mo . In addition to these four decays, an important part of this study is a consideration of the inverse of N(0 ) l~i sO(0+), namely, y, capture on i 0 leading to the 0 Erst-excited state of N with -for the 6rst time -a calculational precision comparable to that routinely used in P-decay studies [11] .
The light nuclei have always been and will continue to be the premier testing ground for our views on the structure of nuclei. Our main emphasis here will be on A = 16 nuclei. 0 has a fascinating and complex structure since Ohu, 2', and 4~excitations are manifestly apparent among the low-lying levels. The (0+2+4)Ru model of Brown and Green [12] was an early, successful, and important description of these states. Recently, we described a large-basis shell-model diagonalization of 0 in a (0+2+4)hu basis and isN in a (1+3)the basis [13] . Similar wave functions will be used in the N(0 ) m isO(0+) P and p calculations. The P decays of C 1 C 1 and Be will be treated in the more truncated (1+-3)the~(0+2)ku space (A = ll, 15) or the (2+4)b'av M (1+3)hey space ( C) with the effects of 4~or 5hcu added perturbatively.
In Sec. II we give a review of the shell-model interactions used in the present study. In Secs. III A and IIIB we describe the calculation of the one-body (impulse approximation) matrix elements, which enter in these rankzero processes, and how they are combined to give theoretical rates. The two-body (meson exchange) matrix [17] and all the other necessary matrix elements &om the bare G-matrix potential of Hosaka, Kubo, and Toki [18] . The Os, Of, and 1p SPE were determined as described in Ref. [16) . Thus the WBP interaction is constructed in a similar manner to the Millener fourshell interaction described in Ref. [19] , but reproduces the binding energies of low-lying &1hu levels in the A = 16 region with 2 -3 times greater accuracy. Unless a complete model space is used for a given diagonalization, the wave functions can contain spurious components. For a (0+2)tuu calculation in isO, the first four oscillator shells comprise a complete basis, while for a (0+2+4)hu calculation the first six shells must be included for completeness [13, 20] . We began our shellmodel studies by diagonalizing the (0+2+4)her 0+ T = 0 and (1+3)hu 0 -3 T = 1 states of isO in model spaces comprising both the 6rst six and first four oscillator shells. As discussed in Ref. [13] , negligible difference was found in the wave functions and observables of interest between the calculations within these two model spaces. Thus the calculations reported here were performed in the four-shell m.odel spaces -we emphasize that the results in six-shell model spaces would be essentially identical. In Ref. [13] [21] the use of the Bonn G matrix [22] for the mixing interaction V2~. We find that the bare G matrix cannot reproduce the energy-level spectrum 0 with any amount of 2~and/or 4fuu shift, but that the interaction was acceptable in this regard if it was renormalized by a factor of 0.8. Such a renormalization seems reasonable because the core-polarization corrections are found to reduce the average V2" matrix elements of the bare G matrix by about this amount [23] . We [11] for P decay and Nozawa, Kubodera, and Ohtsubo (NKO) [24] Ref.
"Be(-")~"B(-' ) where Qp is dimensionless (in units of the electron mass) and the numerical results apply to the 6N~0 decay. Note the r~& and the as and aT, of Eqs. (6) and (7) are positive-definite quantities so that the contributions of Mo+ respectively. Note however that all a& and a& are calculated explicitly for the wave functions at hand.
B. The one-body contribution
Our concern here is with the one-body (impulse approximation) matrix elements of the rank-zero (RO) axial current. These are the matrix elements of the RO member of the spin-dipole operator and of the helicity operator ps, which is commonly called the timelike component of the axial current, or the axial charge. With ps replaced by its nonrelativistic limit (good to order I/M)v) the single-particle matrix elements (with the relative phase appropriate to P decay) are [32 -35] where (1)~-*f &T, 1 T l [2(2J, -+1)]i/2 ( T, y ATz T"- (9) and (10) and where A~, -the electron Compton wavelength divided by 2' -is incorporated into Eq. (8b) so that both matrix elements have the dimensions of fm. The j; and jf are a short-hand notation for all quantum numbers needed to label the single-particle states. In Eq.
(9), the J, and T dependencies result from the reduced matrix elements in a spin and isospin space and vt2 is kom the definition of the isospin operator. The radial integrals contained in the matrix elements of Eq. (8) were evaluated by numerical integration; however it is useful to keep in mind that the two operators are Hermitian conjugates, which for harmonic-oscillator radial wave functions results in the identity S(p) -S(n) = Qp -0.782 MeV, (14) where Qp - The WS results depend on the separation energies S(n) for the P parent state and S(p) for the daughter. These are related by for HO. (11) S(n) = b, Eb{n) + E -E;, (15a) Equation (11) is approximately true for the more realistic radial wave functions (see below) used in the present study. The usual shell-model procedure is followed of combining the single-particle matrix elements M&(j,jy) with one-body transition densities D& (j;jf ) via where the subscript R denotes the rank of the operator (R = 0 in this study). The one-body transition densities given by (13) contain all the information on the initial and anal manybody wave functions. The J;T, and JyTf are short-hand notations for all quantum numbers needed to describe the many-body wave functions and AT, A J are multipolarities of the one-body operator, which in our case has AT = 1 and 4J = R = 0.
In the previous calculations for heavier nuclei [1 -3] , the single-particle matrix elements were augmented by multiplicative renormalization factors q (j,jy) that represented erst-order core-polarization eKects. In the present calculation the model space is large enough to include all possible first-order core-polarizations, and so the onebody operators appropriate to bare nucleons are used.
The Mg(j;jy) and also the the two-body matrix elements described in Sec. III 0 are calculated with a combination of harmonic-oscillator (HO) and Woods-Saxon (WS) wave functions.
The WS parameters were determined by extrapolation of results obtained by leastsquares its to nuclear charge distributions for C and 0 [36] . In this procedure the separation energies were fixed as described below and the orbit occupancies were taken from (0+2+4)ku wave functions for sO [13] [42) . The general expression for the softpion contribution is a sum of the product of a two-body transition density Do (jqj2JTjsj4JT') and a two-body meson-exchange matrix elexnent: M = -G, rt CTg ) Do (jzj2JTjsj4JT')(jzj2JTlllg(r")i(crq + crz) r""(Ty x 1g)Y (z )llljsj4J ) j3&&4 (16) where z = m r"with r"= rq -rz, Y (z ) = (1 + 1/z )e -/z and g(r") is a short-range correlation (SRC) function. The SRC used in this work was g(r") = 1 -jo(q, r") with q, = 3.93 fm~ [ 39] . We will also com- here we have used g N~= 13.684 [22] . The two-body transition density of Eq. (16) is given by
As for the other shell-model calculations, the evaluation of M~i nvolved four oscillator shells and the use of mixed HO and WS radial wave functions. Our results for singleparticle transitions are identical to the soft-pion results of Towner [39] . Here (12) for the isN(0 )~i (0+) P decay is given in Table IX. V. RESULTS FOR C Be, AND C P DECAY
In this section we will only consider results obtained with the WBN interaction using the gap method and mixed WS and HO single-particle radial wave functions. We will confine our comparison of experiment and theory to a quotation of the Mo and the value of e~", which when combined with the calculated Mo reproduces experiment. In all three cases, the calculated e~"dier negligibly &om that calculated for N decay. (2) This extreme wave function sensitivity for C also applies to similar RO decays of N and Ne [38] . We do not consider this decay any further in this study.
VI. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
We comment first on the value of the enhancement factor for timelike axial-charge matrix elements deduced &om a comparison of the impulse approximation with experiment, e,".It is evident from Tables VI and VII that the value of e, " is strongly dependent on the singleparticle radial wave function used to describe the v08&/m +Opal/q transition. The WS result is strongly preferred since it provides the most realistic estimate of these radial wave functions. The HO results are included to give some indication of the sensitivity of the results to the radial form. We will not consider the HO results further.
Likewise, the results of the WBN interaction are strongly preferred over those of the WBP interaction for the reasons stated in Sec. II. Again, the WBP results are listed to give an indication of the sensitivity to the shell-model interaction and will not be considered further.
In addition to the dependence on single-particle wave functions and shell-model interactions, there is a further dependence we have not yet considered; namely, the dependence of the p, capture rate on the pseudoscalar coupling constant g~( see Appendixes A and B). For the WBN interaction with WS wave functions the dependence on gz can be expressed as e","=1.55 + 0. 085(g~-6.939). (22) In the evaluation of the P RO matrix element Mo~the contributions of M() and M& add destructively while they add constructively in Mo" [see Eq. (6)]. This relative phasing results in less model dependence for the determination of e, "" than for that of e~"and it has often been asserted that, for this reason, p capture provides a considerably more reliable determination of e, "~t han P decay. However, the uncertainty in g"(see Appendix B) completely negates this conclusion; from Eq. (22) we see that the range of g"of 7 -12 allowed by analysis of radiative p capture (see Appendix B) corresponds to a range in e, "~v alues of 1.55 -2.00 a range large enough to offset the aforementioned advantage. Our adopted value for e "p follows from a consideration of the results for the three P decays that were analyzed. The previous most ambitious calculation of the pro-cesses in question were the (1+3)her -+ (0+2)hu calculation of Warburton [45] for the four P decays of Table   II and the (1+3) Ru ++ (0+2+4)Fur results of Haxton and Johnson [20] for the~sN(0 ) ++~sO(0+) P and p, processes. The calculations of Warburton [45] , using the MK interaction, result in an average e~"of1.64 for the decays of [47] and follows because the two-body matrix element can be represented quite well by an effective onebody matrix element proportional to cr~p -and thus to Mo -consequently the ratio of the two-body to onebody matrix elements is not sensitive to nuclear structure. However, as discussed by Towner [39] , the results Erom meson-exchange models are dependent on the choice of a short-range correlation function. This is particularly true for the short-range operators discussed in [39] originating in heavy-meson exchange. In this paper, we have only considered the long-range pion-exchange operators evaluated in the soft-pion approximation for which the sensitivity to SRC is somewhat less. Some sample calculations are given in Table IV [11] (r) = [G -i(r)ji(~r) + F-i(r)jp(~r)] 
iA. r" = -ggo' r", namely, from the first-forbidden 0 to 0+ P transition from N and the inverse p, capture on 0, the reactions under study in this paper. Gagliardi et al. [8] using the model calculations of Towner and Khanna [27] [10, 32] rs was labeled r' .
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